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ART DIRECTION

COMPOSITING

3D GENERALIST

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

E MPLOY ME NT

S OFTWAR E

SANTA MARIA PROD. INC., NEW YORK, NY
Partner/Creative Director
July 2008 - November 2012

Autodesk Maya, VRay, Mental Ray,
Foundry Nuke, Apple Shake, Pipeline FX
Qube, Adobe Creative Suite (including
After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, and
InDesign), Apple Final Cut Pro, Microsoft
Office, Google Docs, Basecamp, Asana

HORNET INC., NEW YORK, NY
Freelance Compositor/Designer/CG Artist
August 2008, December 2012 - current
SHILO DESIGN, NEW YORK, NY
CG Artist/Compositor/Art Director
September 2007 - May 2008
GRETEL INC/SHILO/FREESTYLE COLLECTIVE,
NEW YORK, NY
Freelance Designer/CG ArtistMay 2006 - August
2007

DAVI D HIL L
646.620.8414

dh@itscoldout.com
www.itscoldout.com

THE EBELING GROUP
CONVERT - MATT TRAGESSER, NEW YORK, NY
Designer/CG Artist
October 2005 - May 2006
4FRONT STUDIOS/WTGS TV, SAVANNAH, GA
Designer/CG Artist
September 2004 - October 2005

E D UCAT I O N
Savannah College of Art and Design
BFA, Computer Arts - 2004

S K I LLS
Creative Direction
Art Direction
Design
Leadership and Multitasking
Concept Development
Media/Digital Production
Integrated Marketing Strategy
Production Pipeline Management

I also have general knowlege of Adobe
Flash and HTML/CSS scripting.

AWAR DS
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE CHARITIES:
Cannes Film Festival “Official Selection”
BURMA RELIEF:
Cannes Film Festival “Official Selection”
DENTYNE BLOG SMOG:
Annecy Animation Festival “Official
Selection”
Maria Effing Scholarship during college
PUBLISHING:
‘Here Come the Waves: The Hazards of Love
Visualized’ : The Decemberists - Multimedia
Content
Pictoplasma 2
I have also been interviewed and/or
published in various publications and online
including IdN Magazine, Motionographer,
StashTV, Shots Magazine, DigUp TV,
Creativity Magazine, Boards Magazine, and
Stereogum.

I NT RO D UCT I O N
I am an american born designer/director. After completing a Computer Arts
degree at Savannah College of Art and Design, I traveled to New York, where I
currently live. I enjoy being creative and really take pride in what I do. Son of a
human factors engineer and a computer technician, my goal is to engage people
through the use of technology.
I have roughly 10 years of experience working in advertising and production. In
that time, my job titles have ranged from designer to compositor to technical
director to creative director. I am one half of the directing team called Santa
Maria and have worked closely with my good friend Josh Goodrich for 6 years.
At Santa Maria, I was responsible for everything between ideation to pitching to
the final creation at one point or another. On the management side, I handled our
budgets and functioned as a producer on occasion. In fact, many of the pieces
shown here were made while I was working with Josh.
The pieces shown are my favorites out of my body of work and I’ll let these next
pages be representative of where I’ve been.
Thanks for taking time,
David Hill

The Greetings Project
The Greetings Project is a sequence of postcards that tell a poem. The
story is told as a person flips through each postcard. A big part of
this project was the typography in each section, which was designed
individually on each postcard. The overall message is positive and
uplifting with the idea to inspire. As a personal piece, The Greetings
Project was designed as a campaign that consisted of video, web and
print.

We created a digital home for the Greetings Project. The site appears
basic in nature and it served as a space to view the film, share the
project, and buy the book.

Above, are images from the book. Each Postcard was custom made
to fit with the poem and have its own flair as well. After designing
the cards, we shot and animated a short film as a part of the project.
Following the film, we printed all 23 postcards in an A6 formatted gum
bound book.

Reactions in Time and Space
Created as a music video for Now, Now/short film,
Reactions in Time and Space seems like a graceful
dance. Our process included developing the idea for
the piece, creating the film, and releasing it on the
web.

Three headdresses symbolize three different
emotions that are affected by a growing storm.
Captured in slow motion, the film flows in an
elegant nature. The actors respond in different
ways as the wind blows them. The overall result
is an emotionally driven piece that finds beauty in
the changing state of things.

Santa Maria Branding/Web
Branding Santa Maria was a process that was continuously evolving.
Eventually we settled with a logo representing us as designers and
film makers. Further, Santa Maria’s website served as our home. It was
designed to be not only a portfolio site, but a place where we could tell
our story and how it connects to our work. Like the branding process,
we went through many stages and layouts of the site. The elements that
stuck around were a bold styled header and tiles that each hold its own
project.

Santa Maria Brand Animation

Becks Greenbox Project
I worked with Mother and Bijules aka
Jules Kim to create a new interactive
piece for Beck’s Green Box Project.
Bijules, a New York City based jewelry
designer known for her imaginative,
edgy work, was chosen as one of the
artists to contribute a piece.
Jules Kim approached Santa Maria
(Josh and I) to make a piece that would
match the spirit of her line. Starring the
designer herself, Jules is seen bathed
in gold–add to it a liberal sprinkling of
gold dust and dancing gold fingers
adorned with the designer’s jewelry
for a magical mood setting piece.
To view pieces commissioned by
Beck’s Green Box Project you need
the app and a smartphone or tablet.
Once you track down a Beck’s Green
Box you can access the artworks
that have been made by artists from
around the world with the Green Box
app. The Bijules Green Box Project is
located at 6801 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, CA.

Hornet Pitchbook Template Re-Design
Hornet asked me to update their layouts for the pitch process. Overall, the
information was to be organized in clear way while presenting the content
with a clean flow. They wanted something more modern and bold than they
currently had. They also liked the idea of having type and imagery interact.

Since the artwork will vary greatly
from pitch to pitch, I designed sections
so they could be used modularly. Type
displayed on images was a specific
highlight of the layout designed to
integrate the elements of the pitch. A
challenge was fitting the white type
on top of various different imageries.
Sidenote: I do not own the images
presented in this pitchbook layout. I
just created the skeleton here.

Design Community Project
This project is in the process of development.
The interface shown is a community for
designers to get advice on their work. In
concept, every member would have a profile
that would allow submissions, posts, and
comments. The main page design involves
the image and explanation as the central
focus as well as a comment thread and a
voting system. The poster would be allowed
to choose what they want commented on
and which category their work belongs in.

Helios.info
Helios is a digital project created to raise
awareness of solar energy. The project
incorporates a website complete with Helios’
branding, a few short animations to promote
solar energy, and a print element to further
get the word out. The project is still in the
works at the moment. However, the main
branding and designwork is complete.
Helios means sun in greek. The logo was
designed to represent the suns rays being
absorbed by a solar photovoltaic cell. The
rest of the designwork followed suit.
To the right is a mock up of the website.
It will be a hub for solar energy news in a
blog style format. It will allow members to
submit articles or any information they deem
important to the matters of solar energy
as well as provide a space to chat about
happenings.

Above, is a series of thumbnails designed for one of Helios’
animated films. Style-wise, I chose to use a very flat infographic
aesthetic to paint the sun’s energy as both clean and simple.

Rav4 Outmaneuver Print
The image to the right was created for
Toyota’s print campaign. Labyrinth had
a wide circulation, running in over 14
magazines including Rolling Stone and
People. One of the major challenges was
making sure the maze was more obvious
than the individual city buildings.
Sidenote: I did not create the concept for
this piece

Intel Core Print
I directed several posters, set top elements and web banners for
Intel’s Smart campaign. They all involve elements emerging from the
computer’s screen. The elements represent various tasks you can
accomplish with an Intel chip. Among the many goals, one was to
make the elements feel as if they were in the same world as the
computer.

Nationwide Insurance Pitch
These designs are frames from a pitch
for Nationwide Insurance short films.
“Action Able” is their tag line as they are
explaining how, as a company, they act
on their customer’s behalfs. The frames
are created to be simple and graphic so
each frame relates back to their blue
and white, rectangular logo. The main
idea is that each element we see lives in
the logo’s space .
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Thanks for having a look though my
work. I hope you thoroughly enjoyed it.
Feel free to let me know what you think
or even reach out to say hello.
Cheers!
David Hill
dh@itscoldout.com

www.itscoldout.com
www.santamaria.tv
www.linkedin.com/in/davidatsantamaria

